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ABSTRACT 
 
The MOONBIT experiment investigated the capability to obtain structural and 
stratigraphic information of planetary subsoil using Seismic While Drilling (SWD) - 
a geophysical technique used for Earth subsoil exploration. The basic concept of 
SWD uses the drill bit as a seismic in-depth source of seismic waves, recorded by 
geophones as surface receivers gathering digital seismograms at different depths: 
signal processing provides seismic images known as Reverse Vertical Seismic 
Profiling (RVSP). MOONBIT’s target medium is the regolith layer on the Moon 
surface, covering basaltic bedrock. As innovatively RVSP SWD method, a passive 
Downhole Hammering Mechanism (DHM) actuates the drill bit, which becomes the 
borehole source of seismic waves.  
Two main tests were conducted in regolith simulant with buried geophones: the first 
test characterized the propagation velocity of seismic waves; the second test used a 
1.5 m drill over a container. Drill control strategies and robustness towards signal 
transmission problems of future unmanned Moon drills of missions, Earth remote 
controlled, were also assessed and simulated with an error generator and a remote 
supervisor prototype.  
Test results with consistent seismic signals of good quality and resolution and 
comparative analysis showed that the DHM drill bit is an adequate source of SWD 
signals for RVSP planetary purposes and may support steering, drilling planning and 
scientific investigations. 
 
THE MOONBIT PROJECT 
 
The MOONBIT project, as illustrated by Figure 1, had the objective to demonstrate 
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the capability to obtain structural & stratigraphic information while drilling by 
implementing due adaptation of the Seismic While Drilling (SWD) technology. This 
first step towards the strategic goal of developing and qualifying a method for 
characterization of planetary subsoil by applying the Reverse Vertical Seismic Profile 
(RVSP) SWD and using innovatively the working drill bit as a borehole source of 
seismic waves. This will constitute a valid support to both the drill operations itself 
(for steering and planning of the drilling action) and to the space community (by 
providing scientific information and subsoil characteristics). 
The target medium of the study (Gelmi 2009) was the Moon surface made by regolith 
(unconsolidated, porous and highly brecciated rock fragments of several different 
grain sizes and lithologies) covering basaltic bedrock. The volumetric portion of soil 
involved in the process is in the order of a cube of 2 metres edge, a resolution of 
some decimetres has been aimed at for the purpose of the present project and the 
SWD system was tuned to the parameters of the regolith soil. Differences w.r.t. the 
use of SWD on Earth are a) the softer type of material, b) the scale dimension (as 
developed later), c) the shock generation - a Drill with Hammering Mechanism 
(DHM) issued from another ESA project (Magnani, 2008) was used as a shock 
generator – d) the absence of hydraulic effects and extensive lubrication of 
mechanisms, which could lead to additional noises and finally e) the absence of 
disturbing effects like environmental noise. 
 The performed activities primarily aimed to characterize the seismic behavior 
of the regolith, with 1D identification of rock layers and detection of soil 
discontinuities. Extensive testing activities were performed by a 1500 mm drill string 
mounted over a 1.2 m dia. x 1.4 m h. container filled with lunar regolith simulant 
(olivine dust); drilling was performed down to 1250 mm and signals were recorded 
by an array of 30 geophones. Drill Control strategies and robustness towards 
transmission problems (simulation of Moon-Earth transmission errors) were also 
investigated. 
 
DETECTION OF SIGNALS OF SOURCE BY SEISMIC WHILE DRILLING 
(SWD) 
 
Short-range SWD 
SWD is a terrestrial technique of sub-soil characterization, which acquires reverse 
vertical seismic profiles (RVSP) while drilling. It has been developed for applications 
in the oil-well drilling, to predict the risks and update the geological model while 
drilling, for wells typically several kilometers deep.  
The case of the MOONBIT study essentially differs from terrestrial application of 
SWD not only by the nature of the lunar regolith, but also for a large extent by its 
smaller size: it is initially foreseen to perform relatively shallow drilling on the 
Moon, in a 2 to 10 m range, with limited (robotic) capability to deploy surface 
sensors at a large distance from the borehole. Therefore, it does matter to review the 
applicability of the SWD technique in these small scale and short range conditions. 
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Figure 1. Concept of the MOONBIT experiment: drilling on the Moon or Mars 
from a Lander or Rover with remote assistance by Seismic While Drilling 
(SWD) data, with engineers and scientists in the control loop. 
 
Assumptions of elementary SWD model 
The following Figure 2 is an elementary model of Seismic While Drilling (SWD). It 
also provides a basic explanation of measured seismograms gathered during initial 
MOONBIT testing, with the following assumptions.  
 
a) The upper regolith drilled soil is a semi-infinite, uniform elastic medium, of bulk 
modulus κ, shear modulus ν and mass density ρ; the velocities of compression waves 
Vp and of shear waves Vs are constant: 
 
 Vp = sqrt (κ + 4/3 ν / ρ) ; Vs = sqrt (ν/ ρ) 
 
b) A harder layer, e.g. bedrock, has to be detected; it acts as a seismic plane reflector, 
at a unknown depth zR; 
c) At regular intervals, the bit is operated as a source generating an impulsive signal, 
recorded by a receiving sensor (geophone) on a horizontal surface, to perform 
Reverse Vertical Seismic Profile (1D RVSP). Considering only the detection of the 
direct compression signal of velocity Vp, signal travel distances d are related to travel 
time (duration t) and velocity V = Vp with:  
 
d = V* t   
 
d) Only the detection of the direct signal and of the first reflected signal is 
considered. Other phenomena such as signal attenuation, shear waves, etc. are 
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ignored. 
For each depth z, a seismic datum is gathered at receiver, consisting in: 
- time t0 of detection of direct signal (= first arrival time) 
- time tR of detection of reflected signal (= first reflected time) 
 
A)  One dimension (1D) RVSP 
The receiver (sensor) is at the surface, close to the drill hole O (Figure 2.a). At a 
know depth z, it records a signal which appear as two peaks, the first being the direct 
impulse at time t0 = z/V and the second the reflected impulse, after a time tR = z’/V. 
The gathered signals obtained at increasing depths are juxtaposed on the seismogram 
(Figure 2.b). The separation of the direct and reflected peaks decreases with depth; 
the peaks of direct received signals are aligned with positive slope (green line) and 
the peaks of reflected signals equally aligned with opposite slope (blue line). The 
intersection of the direct and reflected peak lines allows to predict the reflector depth 
zR. 
 
B)  Two dimensions (2D) RVSP 
Keeping otherwise the 1D assumption, the receiver (sensor) is at the surface, at an 
offset distance X from the drill hole (Figure 3.a). At a know depth z, it records a 
signal with the direct impulse at time d/V and the reflected impulse, after a time d’/V. 
As illustrated, the reflected signal travels as if emitted from a source S’, a mirror 
image of S on the reflector surface.  
As for the 1D case, the signals obtained at increasing depths are juxtaposed on the 
seismogram (Figure 3.b.1). However, the peaks are no more aligned on the 
seismogram, but on shifted curves. It may be noted in particular that, in this example 
with a receiver relatively distant from the hole (X/zR = 0.5), this effect is very 
marked for the direct peaks at shallow depth. As for 1D, the intersection of the curves 
of peaks allows to predict the depth zR, where they direct and reflected signals are 
equal.  
 
An improved prediction may be obtained by a simple correction called 
‘verticalization’ of the signals (cf. Figure 3.b.2), using elementary algebraic 
derivations of Figure 3.c. (Pythagoras’s theorem). This eliminates the effect of the 
offset and provides a seismogram equivalent to the 1D RVSP – as in Figure 2.b. The 
verticalized times are typically used to obtain information on propagation velocities, 
i.e. on the physical properties of the drilled medium. The difference between not 
corrected and verticalized peak lines becomes smaller as the bit approaches the 
reflector (cf. Figure 3.b.3). 
In the following MOONBIT preliminary experiments using the DHM source, we 
observe SWD single-offset results in a regolith simulant. Note that the seismograms 
presented in this paper were not verticalized, including those acquired with a 
relatively large offset: this is why some lines appear curved, mainly those with traces 
of direct detection.  
For prediction purposes in practice, the most useful information is the proximity of 
the reflector, to allow a careful control of the drill advance before it meets the 
reflector. The true proximity distance p to the reflector p is equal to (cf. Figure 3.a): 
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p = (z’ – z)/ 2 
 
When approaching the reflector, it is very well approximated with the simple 
expression: 
 
 p approx = (d’- d)/ 2 
 
The error becomes null while approaching the reflector; when the source is on the 
reflector (cf. Figure 3.b.3); a sensor at any offset receives the direct and reflected 
signals simultaneously.  
 
Note that, in practice, the depth is given by the sum of the bit measured depth (this is 
a drilling information) and of the predicted proximity, measured with great precision 
with local regression (local velocity slope) as the bit approaches the reflector. So the 
depth prediction is 'exact' - with the precision of the prediction.  
The maximum lateral coverage of a seismic reflector, whatever its depth, is obtained 
with a seismic signal is emitted at the surface; it is equal, as a rule of thumb, to half 
the receiver offset X – as shown on Figure 4. 
 
C) Extended applications: multi-offset SWD and 3D-RVSP 
Let us only briefly mention that: 
- With identical above assumptions, a string of surface reflectors aligned at increasing 
distances from the borehole (and preferably equidistant) allows ‘multi-offset SWD’: 
gathering more data increases the accuracy of the prediction. 
- For applications in which the subsoil cannot be represented as a 1D model, multi 
offset SWD is required. 
- The use of strings of surface receivers, adequately positioned on the surface with 
areal dispositions, allows performing 3D imaging of the reflector by multi-offset 
processing of data. 
See examples of on-earth seismograms are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. For 
(many) more details on SWD and RVSP, cf. (Poletto 2004). 
 
MOONBIT ACTIVITIES 
 
MOONBIT Target Architecture 
To assess and simulate the use of SWD technique on the Moon (cf. Figure 1), an 
evaluation of the system architecture and two tests were conducted. Based on typical 
features of developing planetary missions a target architecture was defined (Figure 
7). That considers first as a lander, located on the Moon, containing the drill and its 
local controller, the seismic sensors and the SWD preprocessing unit, and second as a 
remote settlement, located on the Earth, containing the SWD processing unit and the 
remote supervisor which in turn includes the remote drill controller. A 
communication and control segment constituted by all the operations and control 
centers and the telecommunication network is interposed between these two far 
elements. 
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Figure 2. SWD -1D RVSP: a) elementary model of drill above reflective layer; 
b) schematic seismogram: juxtaposition of receiver signals gathered at 
increasing drill bit depths; graphical prediction of reflector depth. 
 

 
Figure 3.  SWD-2D RVSP elementary model: a) 1 receiver at X = 1 m and 
reflective layer at depth zR = 2 m; travel distance of direct signal d; travel 
distance of reflected signal d’. b) Graph of signal travel distances vs. depth 
(equivalent to the seismogram): b.1) uncorrected (dark green and blue curves); 
b.2) corrected distances , ‘verticalized’ seismogram (light blue and green lines); 
b.3) proximity p to reflector, true and approx (pink dotted and plain); c) 
formulas of ‘verticalization’ correction and proximity. 
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Figure 4. Maximum lateral coverage X/2 of a reflector with a sensor at offset X. 
 

 

Figure 5. Example of SWD RVSP with single 
receiver, recorded at varied positions of the 
source - adapted from (Poletto, 2004) 
 

Figure 6. Example of 
SWD RVSP with multiple 
receivers, recorded at 
single positions of the 
source - adapted from 
(Poletto, 2004) 
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Figure 7. Overall Mission Architecture. 
 
TESTING ACTIVITY 
 
Drill Test Equipment with Downhole Hammering Mechanical (DHM  
A robust and adaptable Drill Test Equipment (cf. Figure 8 and Figure 9) was used for 
these tests (with rotation speed 1 ÷ 100 rpm measured by encoder, drill motor 
nominal power 50 W, linear stroke 845 mm, linear translation speed 0 ÷ 20 m/minute 
measured by linear potentiometer, 12 tracks electrical slip ring and end-stop micro-
switches). The drill string consisted of a drill bit, a Downhole Hammering 
Mechanical (DHM) and an extension rod (cf. Figure 12). 
The drill bit was equipped with an accelerometer (ADXL321 by Analog Devices) 
glued to detect the shock generation very close to the drill bit: its signal was used by 
the Seismic Acquisition System as a trigger to determine the delay by which each 
geophone receives the shock wave. A Downhole Hammering Mechanical (DHM) 
device - cf. Fig. 8 and (Magnani 2008) - was used as shock generator during testing. 
It externally appears as a common drill extension rod. Actually, a cam-hammer 
device is present inside the rod utilizing the sudden release of a compressed spring, 
previously loaded by the cam, to produce 1J impact energy at a nominal frequency of 
1 Hz.  
In these preliminary experiments, we observe single offset RVSP results using the 
DHM source in the regolith simulant. 
 
First tests in box container: seismic properties of regolith 
A test was then conducted aiming to characterize the regolith properties on 
propagation velocity of seismic waves, indeed a key aspect to assess the usable 
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frequency range and expected resolution. The DHM device was used inside a 113 x 
73 cm container, 64 cm deep filled with regolith soil simulant. The acoustic signature 
of the DHM shock was also investigated. The dominant seismic signal frequency was 
estimated be 300÷400 Hz, with dominant wavelengths λ of 31 cm for compression 
(P) waves and 15 cm for shear (S) waves; corresponding resolution limits by 
Rayleigh criterion (λ/4) are thus 7.5 cm for compression (P) waves and 3.7 cm for 
shear (S) waves. Furthermore, the quality of the DHM signal was found good, 
comparable to the quality of an auxiliary impulsive hammer signal.  
 
Final tests in cylindrical container  
A more complete test was finally set up involving a more complete drill and sensor 
system with 30 geophones. A 1500 mm drill string with DHM was thus mounted on a 
Drill Test Equipment and lifted on a 1.2 m dia. x 1.4 m h. container filled with 
regolith soil stimulant and geophones (cf. Figure 8, Figure 9 and 0Figure 10). Close-
loop control system was used to achieve the desired combinations of depth and thrust 
proper for each shock. Data were collected and sent to a Remote Control system 
simulating potential corruptions due to transmission between Moon and Earth.  
 

 
Figure 8. Drilling test equipment in lower position over simulant container 
(optional liner tube: dotted green lines).  
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According with the goal of mono-dimensional identification of rock layers, the test 
was conducted with different drill and RVSP recording setups, prior with only 
regolith soil simulant inside the container: in such a condition the bottom of the 
container plays the role of the rocky layer to be detected, simulating the presence of a 
Lunar bedrock layer. Subsequently a test was done by placing an obstacle consisting 
of a massive concrete block of 46 x 49 x 13 cm buried under the regolith soil surface, 
just near the drill string, and repeating the RVSP test trying to detect the signal 
variations produced by the concrete block. 
 
Note on seismogram perturbations 
Compression velocities in the range of 100 m/s were measured, increasing with 
medium compaction (from ca. 90 m/s to 150 m/s). 
While signals obtained from a hammer and received by a vertical sensor line 
(equivalent to VSP) are relatively ‘clean’, RVSP seismograms measured with 
MOONBIT drill show perturbations with respect to the signals expected in a uniform 
model, with multiple reflections superimposed to the main signal (cf. Figure 11and 
Figure 13). 
 

 
Figure 9. Test Setup scheme for tests in cylindrical container. 
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Figure 10. Example of geophone arrangement: setup 1 Lateral and Top View. 
 

 
 

Figure 11. Example of seismogram acquired while drilling, at small relative 
sensor offset (X/zR = 0.11). Prediction of container depth (intersection of 
green/blue plain line and dotted blue line. Measured signal velocity V = 147 m/s 
(= 2.8 m / 0.0191 s). N.b.: red line: denotes a possible reflection on a compacted 
layer at 800 mm depth – which noticeably increased the previous Vp, which was 
measured as about 90 m/s in less compacted simulant. 
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In addition, perturbations are due to the control of the test equipment, and other are 
attributed to the DHM hammer shock, which impact is generated ca.0.5 m above the 
drill bit and displaces the whole drill string, causing additional reflections: besides a 
main impact at the bit, smaller impacts may be due to helical augers. For this reason, 
the test set up 4 attempted to limit this effect, including the upper drill string in a liner 
tube (cf. green dotted lines on Figure 8). 
 
Main results 
Main geophysical results of the final MOONBIT test are: 
- Geophysically consistent seismic signals and good resolution were obtained 
in lunar soil simulant. Higher frequency content (in the range 600-2600 Hz) was also 
observed in the final test. 
- The method provided examples of prediction ahead by drill bit signal 
reflections, and demonstrated the detectability of signal variation due to changes of 
soil properties.  
- Analysis of the working drill bit source for RVSP in regolith soil simulant 
showed that the drill tool can be used as a source of SWD signals for Lunar and 
planetary purposes.  
-  
Furthermore, also experience was gained concerning the best strategy for controlling 
the Drill System to reach the proper combination between depth and drill bit preload 
required for issuing the shock: drilling has to be stopped very few mm prior to the 
required depth and let thrust to stabilize to achieve the desired compression of the 
regolith ahead of the drill bit. The shock given by DHM proved to be sufficiently 
“clean”, and return waves propagating into the regolith could be distinguished from 
the direct waves even in a small medium like the container. This result proves the 
capability of the DHM to be used for detection of obstacles and layer discontinuities. 
The remote supervisor demonstrated to interface correctly, although in a simulated 
context, the drill controller and both the SWD pre-processing and processing units. 
As to the interface with the drill controller, the UDP connection, where no delay and 
no degraded link quality was considered, allowed to receive successfully all the 
generated telemetries from which no drilling operations anomaly was detected. The 
shared folder mechanism for the data files exchange between the remote supervisor 
and the SWD processing units through the simulated space channel worked also 
correctly. The simulated noisy channel (a 10-6 bit error rate value was used for 
configuring the link quality) allowed highlighting that the SWD processing software, 
even in presence of such a level of data corruption, is able to restore the original data 
content so to make seismograms still readable and interpretable. 
 
Future developments 
In the prospect of future space applications, some concepts for the deployment of 
geophone were investigated (cf. Figure 14). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The activity made during the present MOONBIT project has demonstrated the 
capability to obtain structural and stratigraphic information while drilling by 
implementing due adaptation of the SWD technology. Drill Control system has been 
assessed and adjusted to suite the requirement of SWD technique implementation in 
space domain, taking into account also the differences w.r.t. SWD developed and 
applied on Earth for oil industry. Communication aspects have been also investigated 
for a Moon mission scenario, and the implementation of Remote Supervisor software 
has allowed simulating some issues of an actual space mission. 
 

 
Figure 12. [from top to bot.] Drill Tool (OD 27 x ca. 500 mm)- with 
accelerometer glued inside the tip; Hammering Device before integration; 
Hammering device (ca. 500 mm); Drill string incl. extension, ca. 1500 mm 
overall. 
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SWD system capabilities can be improved by future studies towards a better 
characterization of soil. 2D and 3D analysis systems are considered as natural 
evolution of this methodology and technology, as proven by SWD applications on 
Earth soil characterization. In a real mission receiver lines required for 2D or 3D 
investigations could be deployed around the drilling probe by extendible boom. 
Concerning the shock generation, continuous noise generated by the drill head 
against medium-hard material, implementation of roto-hammers, implementation of 
noise sweeper in the front part of the drill string or mole-type devices could be also 
evaluated.  
Also hardware & software components could be improved and breadboarded for 
more sophisticated test campaigns. Drill control algorithms could evolve towards 
more decisional autonomy of the Moon system and the remote control could be 
completed to concentrate all command functions in the Remote Supervisor. 
 

 
 
Figure 13. Examples of MOONBIT Seismic While Drilling (SWD) results, for 
varied drill rig control techniques (left: raw; middle: filtered) and compared 
with hammer shock (right). Measured velocity = 140 m/s  
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Figure 14. MOONBIT space application: two concepts of possible geophones 
deployment techniques 
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